Abstract. We present a set of primitive restructuring operators that, when combined, are sufficiently powerful to convert an XML document under a source schema into an XML document under an arbitrary target schema. We initially define the operators at the schema level, and then show how each operator induces a corresponding transformation on any XML document under the schema. Finally, we note that our operators can be implemented in a high level language such as XQuery, and thus our approach can be used as the basis for automating the conversion of one XML document to another XML document.
Introduction
XML has emerged as a standard for data representation and interchange on the Internet and much data has been made available in XML format. When the data from multiple sources is integrated into a global repository, source data needs to be restructured to agree with the structure of the integrated data. In order to do this, powerful restructuring operators are needed because the flexibility of XML means that the structure of the source data may vary significantly from the structure of the integrated data. In this paper we present a set of such restructuring operators. We choose DTD's (Document Type Definitions) as the schema specification language, rather that a more complex language such as XML Schema, since DTDs can be formalized easily as a context free grammar.
Restructuring operators have been proposed in some work in data integration [2, 10] and have similar counterparts in XML algebras such as [3, 5, 7] and query languages such as XSLT and XQuery. However, as we now outline, these previous studies of restructuring operators have neither been systematic nor formal.
A number of transformation operators have been proposed for XML in the literature. In [8] , operators are defined to add or delete subtrees, to add or remove intermediate nodes between a node and its descendant nodes, to replace a sub tree with a sequence of sub trees, and to split a conjunction element into an alternation (disjunction). The work [9] defines, among other operators, an extend operator as a surrogate so that when a parent-child relationship is reversed, no information is lost. In [2] , a product operator is defined which is similar to the unnest operator in the nested relational model. A detailed analysis of the differences of between these operators in the literature and our operators is given in Section 3, but we make the general point that most of this previous work is based on examples rather than formalism, and have not considered the full DTD syntax which includes multiplicity indicators, multi-layered sub-structures, and alternation.
We make the following contributions in the paper. After presenting the preliminary definitions of the XML DTD model, the XML document model, and the conformation of a document to a DTD, the paper proposes a set of operators for restructuring both DTDs and the corresponding XML documents. Because of the syntax differences between XML DTDs and XML documents, each operator has two parts. The first part defines the processes for DTD restructuring while the second defines the processes for document restructuring. The operators are defined with the consideration of full syntax of XML DTD including multiplicity indicators, multi-layered sub-structures, and alternations. These operators enable a DTD to be restructured to any other DTD and the conforming documents to be transformed accordingly.
We formalize the definitions by giving exact semantics of the operators with regard to both DTD transformation and document transformation. This makes the semantics of the operators much more precise than those definitions appearing in the literature where the semantics of operators are given through examples. This is also one of the important differences of this paper from others.
The formalism of the paper standardizes XML restructuring operations. With this standardization, the operators can be implemented as stored procedures/queries so that when they are needed, these procedures can be called. In this way, users are freed from composing complex queries. Our implementation show that implementing these operators is non trivial work and in many cases is challenging.
Preliminary Definitions
In this section we give preliminary definitions. We first present XML DTDs defined in the XML recommendation with the restrictions of no recursion and no duplicated element names in an element definition. After the definition of DTDs, we define XML trees and the conformation of XML trees to DTDs.
In the rest of this paper, given a sequence x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m , we use m ≥ 0 (note that 0 is less than the starting subscript) to denote that the sequence can be empty.
Definition 2.1 (XML DTD) A XML Document Type Definition DTD is defined to be D = EN, G, β, root where:
(a) EN is a finite set of element names; (b) the set of type descriptions G is defined by g ∈ G if g = Str where Str is a symbol denoting #PCDATA (text); g = e where e ∈ EN ; g = , indicating the EMPTY type; 
Definition 2.2 (XML tree)
Let EN be a finite set of element names, V a finite set of node identifiers, V AL an infinite set of text strings, ⊥ a special value. An XML tree T is defined to be T = (v : e : val, In the notation, the node identifiers are added to enable unique references. A layer of brackets in the notation corresponds to a level in the tree. 
Definition 2.3 (hedge)
A hedge H is a sequence of trees
A hedge groups the child trees of a node so that the cardinality constraints of a type in a DTD can be tested.
Definition 2.4 (conformation)
A hedge H conforms to a type g ∈ G, denoted by H ⊂ ⊂ g, if all of the followings are true.
(1) if g = e and β(e) = Str, H = T and T = (v:e:txt); (2) if g = e and β(e) = g 1 , H = T and T = (v:e:⊥, H ) and
and f satisfies c;
Given a DTD D = EN, G, β, root and XML tree T , T conforms to D if T = (v r :root:⊥, H) and H ⊂ ⊂ β(root). 2
The XML tree in Example 2.2 conforms to the DTD in Example 2.1. 
DTD and document restructuring Operations
In this section, we propose a set of XML restructuring operators. In defining these operators, we consider the full syntax of XML DTDs and XML documents. We put special effort to handle multiplicities in the definitions so that the constraining power of multiplicities during restructuring can be realized. In addition, we also considered the handling of alternations, which to the best of knowledge no previous work has ever done so. For each restructuring operator, we define two parts to deal with DTDs and documents separately due to the fact that DTDs and documents have different syntaxes and different models. With the operators, one can transform a DTD and its conforming documents to any other DTD and the corresponding conforming documents.
We define the intervals of the multiplicities ? , 1 , + , * to be If c is a multiplicity, c ≥'1' mean c is either '1' or '+'.
We now list the operators defined in this paper in Table 3 .1 where g means a list of sub types, e means an element name, H . Detailed definitions of the operators can be found in [6] . We use a few examples to show the use and the meaning of the operators. In the example, the placeholder indicates a distinct node identifier. This section formalized a set of operators for XML data restructuring. These operators are expected to give sufficient power to transform a DTD to any other DTD. We note that the operators of selection, insertion, deletion, and join are not included here. The main reason for their exclusion is that their functionality is more querying and updating than restructuring. At the same time, the definition of the join operator can be complex, which we leave for future work, because the operators may need to consider keys and recursion.
Implementation remarks
In this section, we comment on the implementation of the restructuring operators. The DTD restructuring parts of the operators are expected to be implemented in a graphical tool so that restructuring can be defined by dragging This example is simple and not general. However, we claim that a general implementation of the operators is possible because "XQuery is Turing complete" [4] .
Conclusion
Restructuring source data is an important part of data integration. In this paper, we formally defined a set of restructuring operators which aim to restructure a DTD to any other DTD if filtering, update, and join are not considered. To clarify the semantics of the operators, each definition contains exact processes on how a document should be transformed to conform to a restructured DTD. Following these definitions and as future work, we will investigate information preservation properties of these operators and consider how a sequence of such operators can be automatically derived when an input and output DTDs are given so that the the input DTD can be automatically restructured to the output DTD.
